
HOUSE No. 4415
By Mr. Cohen of Newton, petition of David B. Cohen and other

members of the General Court for legislation to reduce the environ-
mental impact of electric power generation by encouraging the use of
renewable energy sources. Science and Technology.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Seven

An Act reducing the environmental impact of electric power

GENERATION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. For purposes of this act the following terms shall
2 have the following meanings:
3 “Department”, the Massachusetts Department of Public
4 Utilities.
5 “Division”, the Massachusetts Division of Energy Resources.
6 “Retail electricity supplier”, any entity that sells electric power
7 not for resale to an end-user, including but not limited to elec-
-8 tricity providers that are affiliates or generating companies of
9 investor-owned utility distribution companies, municipal utilities,

10 cooperative utilities, local governments, special districts, or direct
11 access suppliers.
12 “Retail consumer”, an electric utility retail customer or govern-
-13 ment agency purchasing retail electric energy services not for
14 resale from the local distribution system of a nonregulated or

15 state-regulated electric utility.
16 “Renewable Energy Credit”, a tradable certificate of proof that
17 one unit (as determined by the Commission) of renewable energy
18 was generated by any person.
19 “Electric generator”, a person, or other entity generating elec-
20 trie energy.
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1 SECTION 2. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding after section 94G the following section:—
3 Section 94H. A Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard is hereby
4 established for all retail electricity suppliers selling electricity to
5 end-use customers in Massachusetts. Every retail supplier must
6 provide a minimum percentage of kilowatt hours sales to
7 Massachusetts end-use customers from new renewable energy
8 generating sources, according to the following schedule:
9 (a) one percent of sales by December 31, 2001;

10 (b) an additional one-half of one percent of sales every year
11 thereafter, to four percent of sales by December 31, 2007;
12 (c) an additional one percent of sales every year thereafter.
13 For the purpose of this statute, a new renewable energy gener-
-14 ating source is one which begins generating electricity after
15 December 31,1996, or represents an increase in the generating
16 capacity, after December 31, 1996, at an existing facility; and
17 which produces electricity using any of the following:
18 (a) solar photovoltaic or solar thermal electric energy;
19 (b) wind energy;
20 (c) ocean thermal, wave, and/or tidal energy
21 (d) fuel cells utilizing renewable fuels;
22 (e) landfill gas; and
23 (f) low emission advanced biomass power conversion technolo-
-24 gies like gasification, using such biomass fuels as wood, agricul-
-25 tural, or food wastes; energy crops, biogas, or organic
26 refuse-derived fuel. The Division may also consider any previ-
-27 ously operational biomass facility retrofitted with advanced con-
-28 version technologies as a new renewable energy generating
29 source.
30 After conducting administrative proceedings, the Division may
31 add additional technologies or technology categories to the above
32 list, provided they use renewable fuels, except that such technolo-
-33 gies may not generate nuclear waste, engage in the combustion of
34 municipal solid waste, or be hydroelectric generators with a max-
-35 imum output of more than 10 megawatts or which require the con-
-36 struction of new dams or the significant expansion of existing
37 dams. After conducting administrative proceedings, the Division
38 may remove technologies from the above list if it finds they are
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39 fully competitive and likely to succeed in the marketplace without
40 inclusion in the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard.
41 Any renewable energy generator which provides electricity to a
42 Massachusetts end-use customer, or to a retail supplier providing
43 electricity to Massachusetts customers, shall be awarded certified
44 Renewable Energy Credits, upon request and verification of eligi-
-45 bility, for renewably generated kilowatt hours provided to
46 Massachusetts customers and/or suppliers. For renewable energy
47 generators with a maximum output of 30 kilowatts used to provide
48 electricity directly to a retail consumer without separately metered
49 output, the Division may award credits to the generator based on
50 the output of a typical such generator of the same size, provided
51 the owner has a service contract which warranties annual genera-
-52 tion at the certified level. Renewable Energy Credits shall be
53 denominated in kilowatt hours, and indicate the year they were
54 generated and the technology used to generate them. The Division
55 may establish and collect a certification fee for the sole purpose of
56 covering reasonable costs of certification. The Division or its duly
57 authorized agent(s) shall have full inspection and audit rights for
58 the purpose of verifying certification claims.
59 Each retail electricity supplier shall provide evidence, on an
60 annual basis to the Division of energy resources, of ownership of
61 Renewable Energy Credits sufficient to demonstrate compliance
62 with the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard. Electricity sup-
-63 pliers may purchase Renewable Energy Credits with the purchase
64 of kilowatt hours from sustainable energy generators, or from any
65 other person with such credits for sale.
66 All retail electricity suppliers shall, in their customer bills, dis-
-67 close the fraction of sales that are accompanied by Renewable
68 Energy Generation Credits.
69 In order to promote diversity among Renewable Energy
70 Generation sources, no retail electricity supplier of more than one
71 million megawatt hours in a year shall meet the Renewable
72 Energy Portfolio Standard with any more than sixty percent of
73 credits from any one of the six types of renewable energy gener-
-74 ating sources listed above, as modified by the Division.
75 The Division shall ensure that every retail supplier may meet
76 the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard in any year at a cost
77 which shall not exceed one-twentieth of one cent per kilowatt
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hour times the standard in that year, as a percentage of retail elec-
tricity sales. For example, the cost of meeting the standard shall
not exceed one-twentieth of one cent per kilowatt hour sold in
2001, or one-fifth of one cent per kilowatt hour sold in 2007. To
enable suppliers to meet the Standard at such costs, the Division
may sell any supplier credits at a cost of five cents per kilowatt
hour credit. The Division shall auction the proceeds of the sales of
such credits to renewable energy generators, with the proceeds
awarded to the generators who guarantee delivery of the most sus-
tainable energy kWh per dollar.

78
79
80
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The false certification of Renewable Energy Credits shall con-
stitute fraud and shall be punishable by penalties estimated by the
Division to be four times the cost of compliance. Failure to
comply with the requirements of the Renewable Energy Portfolio
Standard outlined in this section shall be punishable by penalties
estimated by the Division to be four times the cost of compliance.
The Division shall be authorized, in cooperation with the Attorney
General’s office, to impose on retail electricity suppliers, utility
distribution companies, and self-generators these penalties to
ensure full compliance with this Section.
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Upon passage of a renewables standard in another New
England state that includes a substantially similar definition of
Renewable Energy Generating Sources as above, the Division
shall be authorized to facilitate the trading of Renewable Energy
Credits between retail electric suppliers located in Massachusetts
and that state, and to verify that facilities are receiving Renewable
Energy Credits from all states which do not exceed their total gen-
eration.

98
99

100
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The Division shall adopt such regulations as may be necessary
to implement provisions of this statute within no less than two
years after enactment. It is not the intent of this section to pre-
clude Department of Public Utilities oversight of the performance
ofregulated utilities in meeting the requirements of this statute.

106
107
108

110
The Division shall gather available data and devise measures to

gauge the success of this policy. On an annual basis no later than
May 31, the Division will publish a report for the previous year
that includes data, program results, and steps taken to improve the
program results.115
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116 Any person may submit a petition to the Division alleging that
117 a entity subject to the requirements of this section has violated any
118 order issued by the Division to carry out these provisions or that
119 any person or business has falsely certified or attempted to falsely
120 certify Renewable Energy Generation Credits. The Division shall
121 hold a hearing to determine whether the alleged violations have
122 basis in fact and shall levy penalties as defined under this section
123 to any entity found to have committed such violations. For pur-
-124 poses of this Section, if a person or business complied in good
125 faith with a rule under this statute, then it shall not be deemed to
126 have violated any provision of this statute. Any order or decision
127 issued by the Division in response to such a complaint shall be
128 subject to judicial review.
129 If any phrase, clause, sentence or paragraph of this Section
130 shall be declared invalid or unconstitutional by the judge or
131 decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or
132 unconstitutionality shall not affect any of the remaining phrases.
133 clauses, sentences, or paragraphs of this Section.

SECTION 3. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by adding to the end of section 72 the following text;—-

1
7

A regulated company or entity engaging in the operation of
electricity transmission or distribution systems must demonstrate,
prior to receiving approval from the Department for cost recovery,
that any upgrade, extension or construction of transmission or dis-
tribution facilities was only undertaken after making a determina-
tion that distributed renewable electric generation or
geographically targeted demand-side management is not the least
cost alternative. The Department shall adopt such regulations as
may be necessary under this section to clarify a methodology for
assessing the least cost alternative using a life-cycle cost method-
ology.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

The Department shall have the authority to require the submis-
sion of such a determination by the regulated entity and may
reject its findings if the analysis fails to include adequate informa-
tion on available alternatives that involve the use of renewable
energy and efficiency technologies. Any person may file a petition
with the Department requiring that the Department investigate any

14
15
16
17
18
19
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20 request by a regulated entity for cost recovery that fails to include
21 such an analysis or uses incomplete or inaccurate data.
22 The Department shall grant full cost recovery plus a reasonable
23 rate of return to a regulated transmission or distribution utility for
24 the implementation of renewable energy or energy efficiency mea-
-25 sures which are undertaken specifically to defer or eliminate the
26 need for upgrades, extensions or replacements of transmission and
27 distribution facilities. Any cost recovery by a regulated entity
28 shall be contingent upon a showing that such measures were the
29 least cost alternatives available.

1 SECTION 4. Chapter 62 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 6 the following text:—
3 Any individual who contracts with a retail electricity supplier
4 to purchase renewably-generated electricity in excess of minimum
5 requirements under the Renewables Portfolio Standard is entitled
6 to take an income tax deduction equivalent to 50% of the above-
-7 market price. The determination of above-market price must be
8 performed and certified by the Department based on an analysis of
9 current market conditions. The Department may devise any rules

10 or procedures necessary to make such a determination.

1 SECTION 5. Chapter 63 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 31 A the following
3 text:—
4 Any business which contracts with a retail electricity supplier
5 to purchase renewably-generated electricity in excess of minimum
6 requirements under the Renewables Portfolio Standard is entitled
7 to take a business tax deduction equivalent to 25% of the above-
-8 market price. The determination of above-market price must be
9 performed and certified by the Department based on an analysis of

10 current market conditions. The Department may devise any rules
11 or procedures necessary to make such a determination.

1 SECTION 6. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 94G the following
3 text:—
4 The Division shall, on an annual basis, make recommendations
5 to the Department regarding levels of funding for energy effi-
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6 ciency programs over the coming year. This recommendation shall
7 be based upon the goal of achieving a one percent annual reduc-
-8 tion in annual electric consumption throughout the
9 Commonwealth. Based upon the recommendation of the Division

10 and the provisions of this statute, the Department shall enact a
11 system benefits charge to be levied upon all retail electric con-
-12 sumers commensurate with the goal of reducing consumption by
13 one percent so long as the charge does not exceed five percent of
14 the average retail rate. If the level of funding necessary to achieve
15 this goal is estimated at greater than five percent, then the
16 Department may assign a maximum charge of five percent of the
17 average retail rate.
18 This charge shall be collected by regulated distribution utilities,
19 municipal power systems or other billing agents through a non-

-20 discriminatory, non-bypassable tariff on all retail consumers. Once
21 collected, all monies shall be administered by the Division. The
22 Division shall, through a public process, determine priorities for
23 the disbursement of these funds based upon the following criteria:
24 1) No more than 50% of efficiency improvements may come
25 from any one of the following classes of customers: large busi-
-26 ness, small businesses, residential customers.
27 2) “Lost opportunity” efficiency programs in areas like new
28 construction, remodeling and replacement of worn-out equipment
29 shall be fully supported.
30 3) Statewide market transformation programs attempting to sys-
-31 tematically eliminate market barriers to energy efficiency goods
32 and services shall be a priority.
33 4) A portion of these funds shall be set aside to provide weath-
-34 erization and efficiency services to low-income customers.
35 Once the annual priorities are determined, the Division shall
36 allocate available funds and, where appropriate, solicit competi-
-37 live bids from businesses and other entities seeking to provide
38 energy efficiency services. Regulated transmission and distribu-
-39 tion utilities may submit bids to the Division for providing these
40 services but shall receive no preference in the awarding of con-
-41 tracts. All contracts shall be monitored for effectiveness and enti-
42 ties providing services may be denied future contracts based upon
43 a negative evaluation of their performance.
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44 The Division and Department shall devise any further rules that
45 are necessary to implement this section.

1 SECTION 7. The Massachusetts Appliance Efficiency
2 Standards Act (Chapter 258, Section 1, et seq.) shall be amended

to include the following

All distribution transformers sold or installed in the state after
5 December 31, 1999 shall meet the minimum efficiency levels con-
-6 tained in tables 4-1 and 4-2 of National Electrical Manufacturers
7 Association standard TPI-1996. Efficiency shall be tested in
8 accordance with TPI-1996. These requirements only apply to
9 transformers within the scope of TPI-1996. For the purposes of

10 this section, distribution transformers are defined as transformers
11 designed for operation on electrical distribution systems at pri-

-12 mary voltages of 34.5kV and below and secondary voltages of
13 600 volts or below.

1 SECTION 8, The commissioner of energy resources shall
2 establish a voluntary home energy rating system (HERS) program,
3 enabling the owner of residential property to obtain a rating of the
4 property based on its energy consumption characteristics. The
5 potential buyer of residential property may obtain an energy rating
6 of the property and an estimate of the cost of home improvements
7 necessary to make favorable the property energy-efficient. The
8 commissioner shall establish a program with guidelines for
9 lending institutions to offer more mortgage provisions for

10 prospective buyers of homes who have high energy efficiency rat-
-11 ings under the HERS program. The commissioner shall also estab-
-12 lish criteria for use by lending institutions to include in their
13 mortgages the costs of home improvements needed to achieve
14 high HERS ratings. The commissioner shall facilitate the partici-
-15 pation of energy service companies, environmental groups,
16 lending institutions, real estate interests, developers and utilities
17 to establish the HERS program. The commissioner shall promul-
-18 gate rules to implement the provisions of this section.

1 SECTION 9. Chapter 62 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 6 the following text:—
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3 Any individual who purchases company qualifying energy effi-
-4 ciency equipment shall be entitled to an income tax deduction
5 equivalent of 20% of the cost up to a maximum of $lO,OOO annu-
-6 ally. The Division shall, through a public process, determine a
7 level of efficiency necessary to qualify a product for the deduc-
-8 tion. Systems to be considered include high-efficiency lighting
9 and ballasts, residential and commercial refrigerators and freezers,

10 electric and gas water heating systems, ground-source or high effi-
-11 ciency heat pumps, horizontal-axis washing machines, and high-
-12 efficiency furnaces. The Division shall set the minimum
13 qualifying efficiency standard based upon achieving significant
14 improvements over federal appliance efficiency standards and
15 with the intent of creating incentives to purchase equipment con-
-16 suming less energy than 75% of similar products on the market.
17 The Division shall have the authority to add or alter qualifying
18 products based upon changes in technology and federal standards.

1 SECTION 10. Chapter 63 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 31A the following
3 text:—
4 Any business purchasing qualifying energy efficiency equip-
-5 ment shall be entitled to an income tax deduction equivalent of
6 10% of the cost up to a maximum of $50,000 annually. The
7 Division shall, through a public process, determine a level of effi-
-8 ciency necessary to qualify a product for the deduction. Systems
9 to be considered include high-efficiency lighting and ballasts, res-

-10 idential and commercial refrigerators and freezers, electric and
11 gas water heating systems, ground-source or high efficiency heat
12 pumps, horizontal-axis washing machines, and high efficiency
13 furnaces. The Division shall set the minimum qualifying effi-
-14 ciency standard based upon achieving significant improvements
15 over federal appliance efficiency standards and with the intent of
16 creating incentives to purchase equipment consuming less energy
17 than 75% of similar products on the market. The Division shal
18 have the authority to add or alter qualifying products based upor
19 changes in technology and federal standards.
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2 amended by the adding to the end of section 94G the following
3 text:—
4 All retail electric suppliers shall certify to the Department that
5 any power purchased for resale to in-state consumers, businesses
6 or government agencies is produced by fossil fuel generation
7 plants operating in full compliance with federal New Source
8 Performance Standards or any subsequent standard applied to the
9 construction or substantial renovation of new facilities which may

10 include stricter air emissions standards. The Department shall
11 monitor and enforce compliance with this standard by requiring
12 annual reporting beginning with the year ending December 31,
13 2000. The Department may reject certification for non-compliant
14 suppliers based upon failure to submit complete information or as
15 a result of electricity purchases for resale to instate consumers
16 which do not meet the generation standard. If a retail electric sup-
-17 plier fails to obtain certification, they may reapply at any time
18 within six months after the annual deadline. After the six month
19 grace period, the Department shall prohibit a non-compliant sup-

-20 plier from continuing to utilize the services of regulated transmis-
-21 sion and distribution utilities. The Division shall devise any
22 further rules that are necessary to implement this section.
23 The Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs,
24 in the discharge of its duties, is authorized to negotiate and enter
25 into agreements or compacts with any official agency of any state
26 or the federal government for the purpose of promulgating and
27 cooperatively enforcing the environmental emissions standard
28 applied to fossil-fuel generators.
29 The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection is
30 authorized to undertake additional regulatory rule makings for the
31 purpose of reducing allowable emissions from in-state fossil fuel
32 generating plants if statewide emissions of Nitrogen Oxides,
33 Sulfur Dioxide, Carbon Dioxide, particulates and heavy metals
34 from power generating facilities have not decreased by 25%
35 between the implementation of this provision and December 31,
36 2001.

1 SECTION 11. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
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2 amended by adding to the end of section 94H the following
3 section:—
4 Section 941. Companies and persons engaged in retail elec-
-5 tricity sales shall quarterly, on or before such date as the
6 Department fixes, make to the Department, in a form prescribed
7 by it, a return for the past quarter detailing the exact mix of
8 energy resources used to generate electricity procured from both
9 in-state and out-of-state sources and the environmental impacts

10 resulting from each source. Upon examination and after a public
11 process, the Department may certify the accuracy of each resource
12 portfolio submitted. The Department shall, to facilitate this
13 process, establish a standardized system of reporting for all retail
14 electricity suppliers which includes the categories of environ-
-15 mental impacts to be reported under this section. The categories
16 shall include, but not be limited to, Nitrogen Oxides, Sulfur
17 Dioxide, Carbon Dioxide, particulates, heavy metals, radionu-
-18 elides, and radioactive waste. Retail electric suppliers which dif-
-19 ferentiate between products offered for sale on the basis on fuel
20 mix may submit separate resource portfolios for certification by
21 the Department along with an overall portfolio which represents
22 the total mix of all energy resources acquired for resale to in-state
23 consumers.
24 The Department shall devise a standardized, easily understood
25 format for displaying a summary of the information required from
26 each retail electric supplier for each resource portfolio offered for
27 sale. This summary shall include a breakdown of the resource mix
28 for the customer’s specific portfolio and the average portfolio
29 offered for sale by the retail supplier. In addition, the summary
30 shall identify environmental impacts resulting from the customer-

-31 specific and average supplier portfolios along with a comparison
32 of how the impacts differ from an average of all retail suppliers
33 servicing customers within the state. The information shall be
34 included in all monthly billing statements sent to customers.

35 On an annual basis, the Department shall release a report to the
36 public comparing the resource mix and environmental impacts of
37 each retail electricity supplier servicing customers in the

38 Commonwealth.

1 SECTION 12. Chapter 164 of the General laws is hereby
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39 The Department shall devise any further rules that are neces-
-40 sary to implement this statute.

1 SECTION 13. Chapter 164 of the General laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 76 the following text:—
3 The Department shall have the authority under this section to
4 prohibit an unregulated retail electric supplier from conducting
5 sales with in-state consumers if the supplier fails to meet the
6 obligations outlined in Sections 94G, 94H and 941 of Chapter 164.
7 If the Department makes a finding that a supplier has repeatedly
8 violated such provisions outlined in the statutes, it may revoke,
9 after a public hearing, the supplier’s privilege to conduct further

10 business with regulated transmission and distribution utilities for
11 the purpose of sales to in-state customers. Upon the filing of a
12 petition by an individual alleging repeated violations, the
13 Department shall hold hearings to determine whether or not the
14 alleged violations merit a suspension of the supplier’s privilege to
15 conduct business with in-state customers.

1 SECTION 14. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding, after section 69N, the following section:—
3 Section 69N. A. An intervener in a proceeding before the
4 energy facilities siting board concerning an application or petition
5 for a certificate of environmental impact and public need to con-
-6 struct a facility that generates electricity may, at the discretion of
7 the board and subject to the provisions of subsections (B), (C),
8 and (D) of this section, receive compensation to cover all or part
9 of the expenses of intervention, including reasonable attorney

10 fees, expert witness fees and other reasonable costs (including
11 fees and costs of obtaining judicial review of any determination
12 made in such proceeding) provided:
13 (1) the board determines that the interveners represents an
14 interest unique to the local community in which the facility is to
15 be located or operated that is material to the proceeding and will
16 not be represented unless the intervenors is able to participate; and
17 (2) the board determines that the intervenors cannot without
18 undue hardship afford to pay the costs of participation or that, in
19 the case of a group or organization, the economic interest of the
20 individual members of the group or organization, taken together,
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21 is small in comparison to the costs of effective participation in the
22 proceeding.
23 (B) To obtain compensation under this section and subject to
24 such regulations as the board may adopt, an interveners must:
25 (1) within 7 days after the first prehearing conference or, where
26 no prehearing conference is held, at least 7 days prior to the first
27 public hearing, file with the bo
28 proceeding, an application fo
29 compensation, including:
30 a. a statement of the interest
31 b. a statement of the nature
32 in the proceeding, including a
33 interveners intends to raise or

ard and serve upon all parties to the
• a determination of eligibility for

represented
and extent of planned participation
list of issues and positions that the
present in the representation of an

34 interest that is unique to the local community in which the facility
35 is to be located or operated;
36 c. a statement demonstrating that the issues and positions to be
37 raised or presented by the intervenors are material to the pro-
-38 ceeding and the interests unique to the local community that are
39 represented by the intervenors will not be represented with regard
40 to these issuers and positions unless the intervenors is able to par-
-41 ticipate;
42 d. a detailed statement of the intervenor’s work plan and budget
43 for participation;
44 e. a statement demonstrating that the expense of participating in
45 proceeding to raise the issues and/or present the positions identi-
-46 fied in (b) will either prevent the participation of or cause an
47 undue hardship on the intervenors; and
48 (2) Within 60 days of the issuance of a final order or decision
49 by the Board in the proceeding, file with the Board and serve
50 upon all parties to the proceeding, an application for an award of
51 compensation, including, among other information:
52 a. a detailed description of the services and expenditures for
53 which compensation is sought and supporting documentation of
54 such expenditures and services;
55 b. a statement demonstrating that intervenors made a substan
56 tial contribution to the proceeding; and
57 (C) In ruling on the eligibility of intervenors for compensation
58 and on the amount, if any, of compensation to be awarded an eli-
-59 gible intervenors, the board shall consider:
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60 1. the unique interest represented by the intervenors;
61 2. whether the participation by the intervenors could or do
62 result in duplication of expenses and whether the efforts of other
63 parties to the proceeding could or did, in whole or in part, provide
64 adequate representation of the unique interests represented by the
65 intervenors;
66 3. whether the participation by the intervenors could or did
67 result in a substantial contribution, in whole or in part, to the
68 board’s order or decision;
69 4. whether the participation by the intervenors could or did
70 result in unnecessary delay or inefficiency in the proceedings.
71 (D) In no event shall an individual intervenors be awarded
72 compensation in excess of $25,000 nor all intervenors together be
73 awarded compensation in excess of $50,000 in any proceeding or
74 proceedings concerning a single application or petition for a cer-
-75 tificate of environmental impact and public need to construct a
76 facility that generates electricity. All amounts awarded as com-
-77 pensation to intervenors under this section shall upon order of the
78 board be paid by the party seeking the certificate.
79 (E) This section shall apply to all proceedings before the board
80 concerning applications or petitions for a certificate of environ-
-81 mental impact and public need to construct a facility that gener-
-82 ates electricity that are filed after June 30, 1994.

1 SECTION 15. Chapter 7 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 43F 1/z the following
3 text; —

4 All state agencies and facilities shall not enter into contracts
5 for the purchase of electricity unless such contracts include a min-
-6 imum percentage of kilowatt hour sales from new renewable
7 energy generating sources, according to the following schedule:
8 (a) one percent of sales by December 31, 2001;
9 (b) an additional one percent of sales every year thereafter, to

10 seven percent of sales by December 31,2007;
1 I (c) an additional one-and-a-half percent of sales every year
12 thereafter.
I 3 For the purpose of this Act, a new renewable energy generating
14 source is one which begins generating electricity after
15 December 31,1996, or represents an increase in the generating
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16 capacity, after December 31, 1996, at an existing facility; and
17 which produces electricity using any of the following:
18 (a) solar photovoltaic or solar thermal electric energy;
19 (b) wind energy;
20 (c) ocean thermal, wave, and/or tidal energy;
21 (d) fuel cells utilizing renewable fuels;
22 (e) landfill gas;
23 (f) low emission advanced biomass power conversion technolo-
-24 gies like gasification, using such biomass fuels as wood, agricul-
-25 tural, or food wastes; energy crops, biogas, or organic
26 refuse-derived fuel; and
27 (g) any other energy technology accepted for inclusion in the
28 Renewables Portfolio Standard by the Division.
29 In considering contracts with electricity suppliers, state agen-
-30 cies shall give a preference to those contracts which include a
31 larger percentage of renewable energy resources in their portfolio
32 so long as there is no substantial difference in cost.
33 If the costs of procuring electricity under this section exceed by
34 10% the costs of failing to comply with such minimum standards,
35 state agencies shall only procure a level of renewable energy
36 resources commensurate with a maximum increase of 10% above
37 the cost of noncompliance.

1 SECTION 16. Chapter 7 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding to the end of section 43F'/2 the following
3 text:—
4 Any state agency initiating the construction of a new facility, or
5 substantial renovation of an existing facility that includes the
6 replacement of systems, components and other building elements
7 that effect energy or water consumption, and that is either owned
8 or operated by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, shall design
9 and construct such facility to minimize the life-cycle cost of the

10 facility by utilizing energy efficiency, water conservation or solar
11 or windpowered energy technologies pursuant to the following
12 criteria:
13 (1) State agencies shall conduct a life-cycle cost analysis to
14 evaluate the economic and technical feasibility of using of a pas-
-15 sive or active solar energy system or wind-powered energy system
16 to provide lighting, heat, water heating or electricity. State agen-
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17 cies shall utilize solar or wind-powered systems when the life-
-18 cycle cost analysis has determined that such systems are economi-
-19 cally feasible.
20 (2) Each new educational facility for which the projected
21 demand for hot water exceeds 1,000 gallons a day, or which oper-
-22 ates a swimming pool that is heated, shall be constructed, when-
-23 ever economically and physically feasible, with a solar energy
24 system as the primary energy source for the domestic hot water
25 system or swimming pool of the facility.
26 (3) State agencies shall file a report with the Executive Office
27 of Environmental Affairs for each renovation or construction pro-
-28 ject demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this
29 section.
30 The term “economically-feasible” means providing a payback
31 period of not more than 10 years as determined by a life-cycle
32 cost analysis. The Massachusetts Division of Capital Planning and
33 Operations shall establish, within one year of the enactment of
34 this section, a methodology for use by agencies in assessing life-
-35 cycle costs.
36 The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs shall issue an
37 annual report to the public detailing the compliance record of all
38 state agencies with the construction and renovation provisions in
39 this section.

1 SECTION 17. The Operational Services Division and state
2 agencies shall establish minimum contract specifications for the
3 purchase of solar-powered or “energy-efficient” products that are
4 in the upper 25 percent of energy efficiency for all similar prod-
-5 ucts, or products that are at least 10 percent more efficient than
6 the minimum level that meets Federal standards as determined by
7 the U.S. Department of Energy and Section 161 of the Energy
8 Policy Act of 1992 and which are procured by the federal govern-
-9 ment under Section 507 of Presidential Executive Order #12902.
10 The Operational Services Division and state agencies shall
11 establish minimum contract specifications for the purchase of
12 computer and other office equipment that complies with the U. S.
13 Environmental Protection Agency’s “Energy Star” designation
14 and which contains equipment to “power down” pursuant to
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15 Presidential Executive Order #12845, “Requiring Agencies to
16 Purchase Energy-Efficiency Computer Equipment.”
17 The Operational Services Division, in cooperation with the
18 Division of Energy Resources, shall provide assistance to all state
19 agency and facility purchasing agents in identifying products that
20 meet the energy efficiency and renewable energy guidelines
2! included in this section.
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